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Abstract:  

During the 20th century, Iceland became a leader in geothermal energy use, with hot water and 

steam providing for the heating of 9 out of 10 houses and almost one-third of the electricity supply 

today, as well as greenhouses, swimming pools and snow-melting under parking lots. What might 

not be an obvious but nonetheless crucial factor in that history were “spillovers” from the oil 

industry. While fundamentally different in end use, geothermal and hydrocarbon industries employ 

similar methods for exploring and extracting fluids and gases. When Gunnar Böðvarsson built up the 

state-funded Geothermal Division (Jarðhitadeild) from 1945, he decided to learn from the “older and 

more advanced oil industry”. The techniques that helped harness Iceland’s geothermal potential – 

geophysical exploration techniques, oilwell rotary drilling, well-logging and reservoir engineering – 

were all learned from the oil industry and the related fields of the applied geosciences. In this paper, 

I will trace the “oil spillovers” (as well as reverse spillovers from geothermal to oil)  that allowed 

Icelanders to harness the earth’s heat and power between the 1930s and 1970s. By doing so, I seek 

to point to the understudied links between the hydrocarbon industry, the applied geosciences and 

related sectors like geothermal energy. The context of “oil spillovers” for Nordic science and energy 

history is most obvious in the biographies of individuals, e.g. the NTNU professors Jan Hospers and 

Jón Steinar Guðmundsson with hybrid backgrounds in petroleum and geothermal industries, but 

should always be on our radar when researching related fields and sectors.  
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